Going where no SaaS has gone before. See how Apollo is powering Cloud 2.0.

Foundational Software of Tomorrow. Delivered Today.™

We build software that empowers organizations to effectively integrate their data, decisions, and operations.

Generating Alpha Amidst Continuous Disruption

Get Started
We are entering an era of continuous disruption.

In this context, Palantir recognizes our customers’ existential need to utilize software to generate competitive advantage — or, alpha. Everyone else will find themselves in a perpetual game of catchup.

We've advanced beyond incremental efficiencies to bring intelligence to the core of everything that matters most to your enterprise.

Learn More About Alpha Generation →

Platforms

 ↯ Foundry

Operating System for the Modern Enterprise

Explore Foundry →

 ↯ Gotham

Operating System for Global Decision Making

Explore Gotham → Get Started
Apollo

Operating System for Continuous Delivery

Explore Apollo

What Makes Palantir Platforms Powerful

Day 1 Value
Our platforms deliver value out of the box.

Days, not years.

Now in over 40 sectors and industries worldwide.

Get Started →
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